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Question: 1

You have installed the Gadget server and are trying to register new gadgets for your site. When using
the Admin UI, you do not see the asset type FW_CSGadget listed in the search list, although this
asset type is correctly enabled for your site. You can see “Find CS-Based Gadget” in the Start Menu
for this asset type and it has been assigned “Any Role.” Other asset types for the site can be searched
but not FW_CSGadget.
What could be the reason?

A. By default, the Admin UI does not allow you to find non-structural assets.
B. The gadget has not been properly registered.
C. The default language of the gadget is mismatched.
D. When registering the gadget, Show Gadget was not selected.
E. The XML registration of the gadget is corrupted.

Answer: B

Question: 2

A customer has a requirement to contribute content to the management environment (Server M)
and make this content available to the live environment (Server P). The customer has decided to use
the publishing functionality to accomplish this requirement. Which statement best reflects the
configuration that is required?

A. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, configure a batch user on Server M,
and configure a RealTime user on the target Server P.
B. Create a delivery type of Dynamic Publish, assign this delivery type to a publish destination on
Server M, and create a batch user for both Server M and Server P.
C. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, create a batch user on Server M, and
enter the RealTime username and password in the publish destination entry form. The RealTime user
must have appropriate privileges for both the source Server M and the target Server P.
D. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, create a batch user with appropriate
privileges for Server M, and create a RealTime user with appropriate privileges for the target Server
P.

Answer: C

Question: 3

In Community-Gadgets,if you have not set any valuesin the Authorized domain, which statement
istrue?

A. Community widgets or Gadgets cannot be deployed on any web pages in any domain.
B. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed on any web pages in any domain.
C. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed on any web pages in the same domain in which
the Community-Gadgets production application is running.
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D. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed only on web pages in the same domain in which
the WebCenter Sites production application is running.

Answer: B

Question: 4

Which activity is NOT part of a WebCenter Sites security audit?

A. reviewing passwords, by changing users with default passwords
B. hardening of servlets, by configuring web servers to allow access only to the parts of the servlet
that you need provide pages
C. reviewing page caching when it is operating as intended, by ensuring that content is flushed when
assets are published
D. hardening of non-delivery pages, by disabling outside access to all non-delivery pages such as
support tools and UI pages
E. protection against remote calls, by configuring web server rules

Answer: C

Question: 5

You observe the followingerror in the applicationserver logs during installationof WebCenter
Sites,when startingup the application:

A. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /bin directory is added to the
application's classpath
B. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /lib directory is added to the
application's classpath
C. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /classes directory is added to the
application's classpath
D. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /shared/bin directory is added to
the application's classpath

Answer: C

Question: 6

Which statement accurately describes theWebCenter Sites Presentation layer?

A. It is based on templates that execute at run time to deliver websites with no constraint on the
HTML design.
B. It requires a specific WebCenter Sites navigation component.
C. It has restricted support for delivery of websites on tablets and smartphones.
D. It requires specific CSS files to allow simple site-skinning choices.
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Answer: B

Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/webcenter/sites/overview/webcenter-sites-
111160-whatsnew-1610697.pdf

Question: 7

By default,SiteCapturecan be used to crawlan instance of WebCenter Sites.Identify two tasks
thatSiteCapture performs.

A. It makes PDFs of the captured site.
B. It archives a site in a zip file with metadata, HTML, JavaScript, and blobs.
C. It saves only the pages that were changed to the SiteCapture file system.
D. It crawls the site as different users.

Answer: A,C

Question: 8

You are deployingWebCenter Sites usingOracle technology.Which two componentsare required for
aSites installation?

A. Oracle Database
B. Oracle WebLogic Server
C. Oracle Coherence
D. Oracle Identity Manager
E. Oracle WebCenter Content

Answer: B,D

Question: 9

Content editors are reporting that the Contributor interface in WebCenter Sites slows down at
certain times during the day when they enter and edit content. Which two tools can be used
todiagnose where the problem lies?

A. the cache management tool. Launch this tool on the delivery server to see how many items are in
the ContentServer cache.
B. the web server logs. Use these logs to check the amount of public traffic on the delivery server.
C. the resultset cache section of system tools. Check to see if there are any tables that are
inefficiently cached.
D. thread dumps. Take thread dumps to see where the WebCenter Sites server is spending its time.

Answer: B,D
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Question: 10

You have enabledglobal search butyour assets are stillnot being returnedin a search. Which three
arereasons that theassets are not searchable?

A. System events are not running, so the indexer is not being called.
B. A parent asset has multiple child assets.
C. The search is not configured correctly.
D. TheLucene index files are corrupted.
E. The asset contains binary data.

Answer: B,C,E
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